Delegale-elect Burns names Nisei to be administrative ass'n in D.C.

Three Japanese Americans were among 432 who passed the bar last fall.

Evacuation claims award procedure explained by 'pin'
Ike nominalates—
Continued from Front Page
The name Maclean has long been famous in Japan and the rest of the Orient. Queen Elizabeth's nephew, Sir John, is now a common ancestry. I
n the house of the Duke of Kent. Sir John Maclean was the first Lord Chancel­lo
n to command the occupation of the Japanese isles in the Second World War. He
m served as the commander of the R.M. for the Southern California area and was
n member of the Thai government. The R.M. was under a Territorial form of govern­ment.

Certainly the editors of this highly respected mass circulation journal did not mean their editorial to be an endorsement of the JACL. But unwittingly they point out a continuing need for the kind of educational and public relations program that only the JACL can provide. How? Well, let us examine the editorial.

The editors observe that Edward J. Ennis, general counsel of the American Civil Liberties Union, addressing the Saturday Evening Post's fears, while certain­ly he is well informed about events of the recent past, is not fully informed about the Nisei as a group. Their editorial are not familiar with the Nisei as a group, their

As a matter of fact, it is well known that the JACL is the only organization anywhere near capable of taking on the tremendous job ahead for the Nisei.

No, if you've ever had doubts as to the necessity for supporting the JACL, we would welcome the opportunity to speak with you about this important activity in your behalf.

Ours is not the fault of the editors that they are not familiar with the Nisei. The fault, if any, lies among the Nisei for not being more open and forthcoming about their American Civil Liberties Union, addressing the Saturday Evening Post's fears, while certain­ly he is well informed about events of the recent past, is not fully informed about the Nisei as a group. Their editorial are not familiar with the Nisei as a group, their
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A gift will be cherished

If you want to make this Christmas one to be remembered over the years, you can consider a different kind of gift. This Christmas—a beautifully engraved stock certificate with the name of the receiver typed on the top. This will be a "hit" on Christmas morn. In addition, in most cases, every purchase of a $500 minimum in additional gifts in the form of cash dividends.

NEED TO KNOW

TOYO

Y. CLIFFORD TANAKA

OPEN YOUR BANK ACCOUNT BY MAIL

Be sure you're on Pacific Citizen's mailing list NOW, and get the 1956 Holiday Issue without added cost.

* Drop us a postcard TODAY and we shall bill you after the new year.

Members: $3 per year.

Pacific Citizen, 258 E. 1st St., Los Angeles 12, Calif.

TOKYO TOPICS: by Tamotsu Murayama

Mike back on his feet—

Tokyo—Mike Manake has said "good-bye to his crutches and is back on his feet perusal. "Look, I'm back..." he exclaimed as he tramped with vigor about the Imperial Hotel. As if he had his own shoes, Nothing wrong with me now, he said, with an untroubled kink in his voice, does not need those mis­leading-looking crutches.

He was only credited to four Japanese newspapers on the west coast had reported Mike was "critically sick. " It went on to say that the trip to Japan seems to have improved his condition. Back on his feet, Mike said, he is back at the typewriter, busily pounding out more stories and columns. He is also at work on his book, Lakhwa, which is also visiting with Mike, is well and both hope to return to the States by the time this year reaches the close.

Also staying at the Imperial Ho­tel are the Territorial, Scotty and Setsu, of San Francisco, on a long­

100th Infantry veterans urge immediate statehood for Hawaii

HONOLULU—Michael M. Miyake, attorney and certified public ac­countant, was elected president of the 100th Infantry Battalion chapter of the JACL 1960, during the club's 10th anniversary celebration last March 14. The court dismissed a suit

The granting of Statehood to a people in Japan can't even afford to have one hotel to its name. It's the same for the American tourists, for whom there is a drastic difference in many of the past. We are often asked by American travelers, is there a "hit" on the hotel industry in America to urge policies favorable to foreign nations related by common ancestry.

Certainly the editors of this highly respected mass circulation journal did not mean their editorial to be an endorsement of the JACL. But unwittingly they point out a continuing need for the kind of educational and public relations program that only the JACL can provide. How? Well, let us examine the editorial.
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**BOOK**

Continued from First Page

"Continuously, you're shocked to learn the identities of those international influences which tried to stir up the people over the years. And you're pleased to learn, in the light of recent developments in that regard, how much progress the Far East has recently made in that direction."

**Tellina 'Nisie story before civic groups hold mutual relations act**

Cleveland. — Joe Kadawski, as chairman, held a busy day here yesterday telling the 'Nisie story before various civic and church organizations, as cited as providing "public relations to the individual at its best."

At the Civic Club, William Smith Clark, chapter president, William Smith Clark, chapter president, told the story of a public relations type which he is to tell to the individual at its best.

"Others are carrying the role of storyteller for the telling the 'Nisie Story in speaking engagements before various organizations around town. One of these persons in active JACL's and Helen Kadawski.

"I wish that each of them could take the role of telling the story of this. Of course, the 'Nisie story is not the same as the old 'Nisie story which was told from door to door in the ghettos and mixed with every type of political question, persons of Japanese ancestry, doing a good public relations job, by giving churches, clubs, PTAs, etc.

Mr. Kadawski are proving that they are going to be a good citizens and a credit to their country.

"There are many of us trying to prove their leadership potential. All of these are contributing to the good Public Relations that we are seeing."

GIVE ME THE BRUNCH OF 'NISETOS' STORY before civic groups best public relations act

**Memorial for American who helped build future of Hokkaido planned**

Sapporo. — A new home is planned for the memory of an American who helped build the future of Hokkaido, Japan's north central island.

Hokkaido University has drafted plans for a student center, which will be named "Mr. Ennis Hall," in honor of the late Mr. Ennis, who worked as interpreter for the University.

Mr. Ennis was an American who served as interpreter for the University in its early years. He is remembered for his contributions to the university and for his work as an interpreter for Japanese newspapers.

The home will be located on the University campus and will be used as a student center and study space.

**GUILTY OF MISPLACED EMOTION**

The Saturday Evening Post probably did not intend its column "The Japanese Americans" by Charles L. Netta, to be taken as such in some quarters. On the basis of the text of the post, it would appear that the issue is one of misplaced emotion.

It is our understanding that Ed Ennis did not mean to suggest that the Japanese Americans are a group that should hold a separate identity in the United States. The post was an attempt to explain the complex nature of the situation.
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San Mateo CL to sponsor dance class for high school age students

San Mateo CL- A dance class for teenagers will be sponsored by the San Mateo CL. Rehearsals will be held five nights beginning Monday, Jan. 11, it was announced by Saul Yamaguchi, chairman of CL local chapter. The class will be limited to 20 participants and be open to the Santa Clara and San Mateo counties. All CL members will be inoculated for this course. Local at CL members will be announced later.

The dances will be announced later. San Mateo CL members will be notified. The club official chapter members are the date for the annual membership meeting. An alternate committee will be nominated in the month of November. The current active committee will be received the second half of November.

Twin Cities UCL SCL 57 INSTALLATION DATE

MUNNINPS- Installation of the Twin UCL Officers of the Twin Cities United Citizens League (JACL) and their cabinet officers were announced last week at Matsuoka's Club.

Of the Twin UCL Officers of the Twin Cities United Citizens League (JACL) and their cabinet officers were announced last week at Matsuoka's Club.

Sakai, named chairman of the Twin UCL Officers of the Twin Cities United Citizens League (JACL) and their cabinet officers were announced last week at Matsuoka's Club.
**Principal of the 1988 CCDC Convention Banquet**

勘查结果表明，美国公民有权对之进行审查。同时，如果美国公民认为美国公民有权对之进行审查。同时，如果美国公民认为

**Sonoma County CL plans Christmas party for kids**

**PETALUMA—Details of the mos**

**Nagamatsu of Sanger elected CCDC chairperson; mass installation held**

**By THOMAS TOMITA**

Central California District Council One chapter also was highlighted by the mass installation of cabinet officers from nine active chapters and district council officers.

Tom Nagamatsu, one-time presi-

dent of the Sanger-Dei Rey JACL,

was elected CCDC chairperson.

Assisting him are: Kaoru
e

ot; Dorothea (Doro

dotha); Miss, reo; Thomas

as Toshio (Fowlers); Toh

Hibiki (Fusio); Tom Na

akura Sanger; 100 Club chmn.

The installation climax

eed at the Monday meeting at the Hotel

Motel here last Sunday. Jack Y

2nd national JACL vice-pres.

tident, of Denice savage in the

office.

A speaker Dr. Roy Nishikawa

w

r

we, Los Angeles, elected

the future president of the

JACL, is urging officers to

encourage them to develop lead-

ership through organizations that

will be a service to the community.

He reminded them that the Nisei

are most respected and accepted

among minority groups in America

because of the brilliant war record

of their older Nisei brothers.

Dr. Nishikawa also enunciated

the role of local JACL chapters of

the Nisei. He said it is the privi-

lege of persons of Japanese ancestry

to perform a valuable civic service for

their community, he believes.

If any good can be per-

ceived from the publication of this

article in print, in an on-going

campaign, there's a minority in
evry American because of his race, color and

creed.

**EAGLE PRODUCE CO.**

Bundled Convention Merchants

Wholesale Fruit and Vegetables

929-943 S. San Pedro St., Los Angeles 15, TR 6866

**LIL TOYO CENTER FOR JAPANESE CONSERVATION MIKAWAYA**

"Always Fresh"

244 E. 1st St., L.A. — MU 4935 — K. Mishimoto

**Cal-Vita Produce Co., Inc.**

Bundled Convention Merchants

Wholesale Fruit and Vegetables

774 S. Central Ave. — Wholesale Terminal Market

Ph. 54935, TR 6866

**Bullock for A SK F OR**

**— FOR THE BEST DEAL IN TOWN**

BILLY MURPHY BUICK

9099 W. Washington Blvd., Culver City, Calif.

Ph. 635-2111, VE 5-8523, A.A. 3, A.B. 11, 72TH W. 8TH ST. — 24TH M.'S.

**Build for your Bill Imale**

**— FOR THE BEST DEAL IN TOWN**

**Narcotics enforcement officer recalls only one case of Japanese addicts in state**

SAN FRANCISCO—The danger of marijuana was vividly described and illustrated through a film by Clyde Carpenter of the state Bu

reau of Narcotics Enforcement at the San Francisco JACL meeting at the California Hotel, TR 5677-W.

He also said that in his score of years in the bureau he recalls only one case of a Japanese addict com-

ing to his attention.

597 JACL Officers

Mt. Olympus JACL

George Tamaru

H. Yoshitake

P. T. Noda

B. F. Sisko

Rebecca Endo

Pam Dominick

H. Miyamoto

H. Tanaka

1st V. C.; Dr. James Nakama

Sec.; Miss. Dorothy Miyakawa

Treas.; Miss. Dorothy Mukai,

H. Suyehira (Boise V) — Treas.

MaSSE Saito (Snake River) — Sec.

Natsuye Shiba — Rec. Sec.

John Kubo photo.

**NAGAMATSU OF SANGER ELECTED CCDC CHAIRMAN; MASS INSTALLATION HELD**

**By THOMAS TOMITA**

Principal of the 1988 CCDC Convention banquet (left to right) are: George Suzuki, president of the Sanger branch; new CCDC chairman, Dr. Roy Nishikawa of Los Angeles, national JACL president; and Jinn Ishibashi of Fresno, just past CCDC chairman.

**Sonoma County CL plans Christmas party for kids**
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KAIJKAWA'S SUN DEVILS 
RATED LOOP CONTENDER

TEMPLE—Bill Kaijkawa, Arizona State basketball coach, last week received his 1956-57 personnel may be the best he's had since he started coaching the Sun Devils in 1947.

But he named Arizona and West Texas as teams most likely to win the Border Conference title. Earlier this week at the Phoenix Press Box Association luncheon, Kaijkawa's squad was picked as a conference potential Arizona by coach Fred Redke.

Mile-Hi JACI hosts Min.-Pl. regional bowling
DENVER.—Bill Chikuma's 428 took the single title and Ken Hoshio's 1956 was good for all even honors in the AA division, the Mountain-Peaks J.A.C.T. regional bowling tournament at Bowl-Milan.

A total of 41 teams made this year's tourney, hosted by the Mile High chapter during the Thanksgiving holidays, most successful in history.

Ted Shimizu and Tom Hikida teamed to take the AA doubles with 1309. Fred Lupton won the AA team award with 30M. Women's singles winner was Rosa Mayeda with 439.

Top finishers:
AA ALL EVENTS—Kaz Hoshio 966, Fred Lupton 965. Mike Inouye 964, Roy Fuji 963, Hank Hara 962, Amy Konishi 961.
AA SINGLES—Bill Chikuma 896, Kaz Hoshio 895, Fred Lupton 893, George Otsuki 892, Roy Fuji 891.
AA DOUBLES—Tom Hikida and Ted Shimizu 949, Kaz Hoshio and Fred Lupton 948, Hugh Nishimoto and Willy Hasegawa 947.
AAA SINGLES—C. Yamaguchi George Fujiki 996, Bob Mayeda 1000, Bruce Kato 999, George Mayeda 998, Roy Fuji 997.
AAA DOUBLES—Sam Kato Fred Nishimoto 1006, Ben Enke and Roy Fuji 998, Hugh Nishimoto and Willy Hasegawa 997.
AAA MIXED DOUBLES—Sam Kato and Fred Nishimoto 1006, Ben Enke and Roy Fuji 998, Hugh Nishimoto and Willy Hasegawa 997.

DENVER.—Seven coaches of the AA teams last week and included Ben Enke and Roy Fuji in the Denver Hot Springs case draws comments from Minnesota.

Recent issues of the PacificCitizen have carried a story concern­ ing a Negro couple and a charge of racial discrimination in California. The news, and one that has reportedly been picked up by the metropolitan daily newspaper, is that in this instance the complainant is a Negro while the defendants are the Nisei managers of a tourist resort. As so often happens, the disposition of the case will probably depend upon the defendant's legal technical­ ity. The moral guideline, however, will remain to sift through the muds of the public as a problem to be wrested with.

A minority group versus minority group situation has disturbing aff­ iliations. It brings into focus the off-hand charge that Nisei are less interested in problems of achieving civil rights as a princi­ ple applicable to all groups than are those with affinities of race.
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Citizenship means much

"To become an American citizen has given me something which makes me grateful, hopeful and responsible," Mr. Mita said. ""I have gained the genuine American experience, and I have also been able to understand the value of what I received from my parents and grandparents."

The other prize-winning essay, which expressed his ideas specifically in the Japanese language, was written by Miss Yoko, a student of Mr. Mita.

The essay speaks well of what he thinks of his newly-earned citizenship. ""It is important for me to live up to my citizenship papers."

He is now visiting his daughter, a member of the American Legion, in a program co-sponsored by the Los Angeles JACL Coordinating Council and the Commissioners of the American Legion.

Dr. Roy M. Nakano, national JACL president, was one of the guest speakers with Mr. Crawford, department commander of the American Legion, in a program co-sponsored by the Los Angeles JACL Coordinating Council and the Commissioners of the American Legion.

NO PAPERS, NO JOB

When we interviewed Mr. Mita before the ceremony, he told us he did have some difficulty in obtaining employment because of his alien status.

""I can appreciate the significance of being free."

""It'll take several more generations to eliminate that brand."

""I'm glad that I have the opportunity to work with you Americans."

The crux of the whole thing was that, according to the Savevetep, Emi has asserted that Americans of Japanese birth or parentage should claim the right to stand up and speak for the interests of the various groups of citizens speak for the interests of the countries with which they are connected."
DICK POINTED OUT, there are but three factors affecting the life of any individual. They are: heredity, environment, and integration. The National JACL conclusively shows.

The integration of the United States legislative, legal and public relations fronts were gained only by unified group action as the history of the post-war period demonstrates. Even the Nisei GIs won their great reputation because they were grouped into the 442nd Combat Team.

As to racial self-consciousness, Dr. Hayakawa should understand that our heredity is something which we can never change.

To be sure each person can determine to some extent the extent to which his individual consciousness can accomplish but great gains in the broad and far-reaching legislative, legal and public relations fronts were gained only by unified group action as the history of the legislative fronts demonstrate. Even the Nisei GIs won their great reputation because they were grouped into the 442nd Combat Team.

JACL to attend White House confab on "Partnerships"

WASHINGTON — The Japanese American Citizens League has accepted an invitation to attend the first annual "Partnership for People-to-People Relationships," repeatable, the JACL national convention, held early this week.

The official conference called by President Eisenhower will consider the development of a program which will "make the United States objectives and principles better understood throughout the world," according to the President's own words.

At the same time, President Eisenhower said that any program would call upon all United States officials and all citizens to promote the achievement of the United States goals.

Dr. S. Hayakawi, National JACL president, said that the JACL is working with the White House request and that the JACL will gladly help the United States government in its efforts to realize these objectives in peace and justice in the world.

The JACL has received a boost in Japanese public approval and understanding.

JACL, a multi-cultural organization, exists and all minorities are taken into consideration.

The United States is one nation, not a bundle of nationalities. All of its people are Americans.

The study indicated, according to Cohen, not only the dimensions of the community but also the heights it has reached.

The communities that the National Conference for Community Fund has studied are inhabited by Poles, Czechs, Germans, and Itaian Americans.

The United States is a multi-national state. So was the old Austrian-Hungarian Empire, which was smashed in the First World War. It was made up not only of Austraiia and Hungary but of many smaller communities, each inhabited by its own specific language and culture. It is similarly the United States that is composed of many little countries with which they are closely intermingled by blood.

All of us are affected by the racial self-consciousness of the country of our birth, which is often charged with enormous injustice, such as the case of a citizen who has the right to urge the United States do whatsoever changing from a single entity and full justice for the oppressed.

But Mr. Eisses' efforts are not far behind because he is old and his sons will inherit the freedom which they considered the right of a citizen to be a part of the United States.

The grant was received by the Kenwood-Oakenwald area.

The national conference called by Rev. George Nishimoto, former president of the JACL, has one of the largest of given to any neighborhood agency for the purpose of working and demonstrating the vital need for community development in community need.

The grant, according to the officers of the center which was opened at the Reformed Church.

The center receives part of its support from the community fund. The Kenwood-Oakenwald area grant is the second.

The Kenwood-Ellis community center, Wheaton, Ill., received a $6,300 grant from the Emil Center.

This center is the second of the third United States government in its efforts to realize these objectives in peace and justice in the world.

The area has undergone four population changes in the last 15 years. As the middle and upper income areas are lower income, while, it is unbetter a large Japanese-American community, followed by a large Negro community and then lower income-Negro community area.

The area will be visited by four Japanese groups in the last 15 years. The middle and upper income areas, as well as lower income, areas, will be visited by four Japanese groups in the last 15 years.

The area will be visited by four Japanese groups in the last 15 years.